
BILP LLM – FAQs 

The BILP LLM is a practice orientated LLM, tailored to the needs of Legal Practice.  

The BILP LLM gives you the opportunity to:  

 study a topic from your practice or from the BPTC/LPC in more depth  

 do research  

 enhance your CV  

You may be attracted by the idea of an LLM but concerned that you will not have the 

time. As ex practitioners we can understand that. But the BILP LLM will take less time 

than you think. The reason is that we count your BPTC/LPC as part of the LLM. There 

is no need to study for one or two years before writing a dissertation - you’ve done 

the necessary study on the BPTC/LPC. You just need to write a dissertation. Better 

still, the dissertation is in the form of a “Research and Practice Portfolio” so it can be a 

practice document e.g. a Practice Note for the firm’s/Chamber’s know how base - 

think how that could enhance your career prospects.  

It is a self- study programme, but you still get help, encouragement and guidance 

from one of our experts. You’ll be welcome to use the Library and other campus 

facilities. To start you off we give you an intensive two day programme on research 

methods here at our Frenchay Campus. After that you need not come onto campus 

at all if you wish; although you’ll be very welcome.  

"The LLM in Advanced Legal Practice achieves the perfect balance between academic 

advancement and practical gain" (Solicitor and LLM student).  

What happens on the LLM? 

If you embark upon an LLM you will generate 3 formal documents during the 

process. The first, which is sent in with your application is a one page Outline broadly 

indicating the area of law you intend to work in, what you intend to do and the form 

of your Research & Practice Portfolio (RPP). This is simply to allow us to consider 

whether it can support you through your LLM and assess your RPP (in other words, 

do we have the necessary expertise – if you wanted to do something on the family 

and maritime law in a small South Seas country I suspect we would have to reject 

your Outline). 

The next is a 5 to 6 page Proposal, and forms part of the LLM. This is submitted after 

registration but early in the process. This goes further than your Outline but the 

purpose is the same; to define what you are going to research and what you are 

going to produce. It has to be in a prescribed form. The Proposal is reviewed by our 

internal examiners and by the external examiner. If your Proposal is approved you can 

then start writing the RPP. 

Finally the RPP itself. The RPP is expected to be between 12,000 and 15,000 words. 

We recommend that you go for the top end of the range; you would have to write 



extremely well to pass on a 12,000 word document. Again this has to be in prescribed 

form on a template supplied to you and which will be about 45/46 pages long.  

What help do I get? 

First of all, at the very beginning – before you submit your Proposal, we give you a 

two day introduction to research, research methodology and research methods. 

There are also sessions on how to write an RPP and on reflective learning; reflection is 

an important part of research. This Research Methods Programme takes place on 

Frenchay campus. 

Secondly, after you have been to the Research Methods Programme we allocate a 

Supervisor to you. The Supervisor will be a member of the teaching staff with 

expertise in the subject area you have chosen. Shortly after this the Supervisor will 

meet with you to discuss your ideas to help you go away and write your Proposal. 

The Supervisor will also guide you on your proposed timetable for writing the RPP. 

Thereafter you can choose whether to meet your Supervisor to discuss your progress 

(or lack of it) or not. Supervisors can guide, advise and encourage and comment on 

work-in-progress but not generate any work for you.  

Note the LLM is a self study programme; ie self-directed learning with advice but no 

teaching (apart from the Research Methods Programme). 

What are the deadlines? 

You must register for the LLM within 30 months of passing the LPC/BPTC and submit 

the RPP within 2 years of registering for the LLM. However we strongly recommend 

registering for the LLM immediately after passing LPC/BPTC and completing within 6 

- 12 months thereafter. 

How long can/should I take? 

If you want to complete the RPP in a short space of time (for employment or other 

reasons) you may do so. Your Supervisor will help you come to a decision on this. We 

should not have thought that you will be able to write something satisfactory in less 

than 3 or 4 months. 

Or you can take your time over the RPP – the drop dead End Date is 2 years after 

you registered for the LLM. Extensions for Extenuating Circumstances are likely to be 

rare; and pressure of work is not an acceptable reason for non completion. In any 

event we would encourage you to complete within 12 months of your BPTC/LPC 

results to keep your work fresh and not be a burden to you. 



How and when do I apply; I am currently studying for the LPC or BPTC? 

If you are currently studying for the LPC or BPTC, you can apply at any time after you 

start your elective subjects. If you want to do the Research Methods Programme in 

June/July 2015 you must apply by 15 May 2015.  

If you have not completed your LPC/BPTC when you apply, we can make you an offer 

which is conditional on your passing the LPC/BPTC. 

We would encourage you to think about possible topics and how you would research 

them during the electives period. Speak to tutors who teach relevant practice areas. 

When will the results be published? 

LLM boards take place in September, February and June. We need two months in 

which to mark and external the Research & Practice Portfolio, so if you submitted 

your RPP in say December, you should be considered by the February board. The 

timeframe is up to you; although you are expected to discuss and agree it with your 

supervisor. 

Results are published within 2 weeks of the LLM Board. 

What topics can I do? 

Topic choice is up to you. Your RPP has to be based on, or be for use in, legal 

practice (eg practice note, training materials or precedent with drafting note, case 

study/ies); we think they will probably be sparked by ideas arising from electives. 

Speak to BILP staff who will be happy to guide and advise. 

What’s the cost? 

The fee in 2015 – 16 is likely to £2,700. You pay £500 before the Research Methods 

Programme and the balance becomes due on registration in September. There are 

UWE student discounts. 

If you studied the LPC or BPTC we shall need you to arrange for that provider to 

confirm your qualification and give an academic reference. 

Must I do all my studying on the UWE campus? 

The LLM is a self study programme; ie self directed learning with advice but no 

teaching (apart from the Research Methods Programme). 

So after the Research Methods Programme you need not come onto campus at all; 

although you are very welcome to use the Library and other campus facilities if you 

wish and we would be very happy to see you.  



If you choose not to come to campus, all UWE’s electronic resources (eg e-library, 

Blackboard and IT services) will be available to you. 

You will need to have at least one meeting with your Supervisor but the “meetings” 

could be on the telephone or via e-mail. 

NB International Students: This course will not attract a Student Visa but as you can 

study and research off campus, you can do it from outside the UK. 

What’s the pass mark? 

50% 

What happens if I fail? 

You would be entitled to one meeting with your Supervisor for feedback on your fail 

and one further attempt (a re-write and re-submission). Your mark would be capped 

at 50%. The further attempt must be submitted within 6 months. 


